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1 Gems and Jewellery Domestic Council

CONTEXT:
An Ad-hoc National Committee of Domestic Council for Gems and Jewellery consisting 14 members  
representing various associations of Gems and Jewellery Sector has been constituted to draft 
Memorandum and Article of Association and other Rules/Bye-laws of the Domestic Council.

ABOUT:
The Government is supporting the process of setting up of Domestic Council for Gems and Jewellery,  
to encourage and boost domestic gems and jewellery sector.  
It is envisaged that the domestic industry would be benefi ted from such a representative body  
which would be the forum for highlighting the issues and concerns of the industry that require 
redressal through policy measures.

To strengthen the Gems & Jewellery industry, the Government has taken following steps:
establishment of Special Notifi ed Zone (SNZ); 
setting up of Common Facility Centres for gem and jewellery sector;  
announcement of separate ITC HS Code for lab-grown diamonds;  
and providing fi nancial assistance for participation in international fairs,  
organizing buyer-seller meets, 
creation of export related infrastructure, etc. under various schemes of the Department of  
Commerce to boost the industry.

2 Export Promotion Capital Goods (EPCG) Scheme

CONTEXT:
Central Government has been implementing the Export Promotion Capital Goods Scheme to  
facilitate import of capital goods for producing quality goods and services and enhance India’s 
manufacturing competitiveness.
It falls under the Foreign Trade Policy for manufacturer exporters with or without supporting  
manufacturer(s), merchant exporters tied to supporting manufacturer(s) and service providers.

ABOUT:
Under the Scheme, EPCG Authorizations are issued with actual user condition and import validity  
of 24 months to import capital goods (except those specifi ed in negative list) for pre-production, 
production and post-production at zero customs duty, and subject to fulfi lment of specifi c Export 
Obligation equivalent to 6 times of duties, taxes and cess saved on capital goods, to be fulfi lled in 
6 years from date of issue of Authorization.
In addition, the Authorization holder is required to fulfi l Average Export Obligation achieved by  
him in the preceding three licensing years for the same and similar products. However, if minimum 
75% of specifi c Export Obligation and 100% of Average Export Obligation is fulfi lled within half the 
original export obligation period, remaining export obligation can be condoned.
Further, in case of indigenous sourcing of capital goods and for exports of Green Technology  
products, specifi c EO is only 75%. For Units located in North East Region and Jammu & Kashmir, 
specifi c EO is only 25%. 
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3 Trade Defi cit between India and China

CONTEXT:

Government of India has been taking continuous and sustained steps to bridge trade defi cit by  
lowering the trade barriers for Indian exports to China.

ABOUT:

During the 11th session of India-China Joint Group on Economic Relations(JEG) held in New Delhi  
in March 2018, the Trade Ministers of two countries   agreed to increasing bilateral trade between 
the two countries in a balanced and more sustainable manner. 

In this regard various meetings have been held with Chinese counterparts as a part of ongoing  
eff orts to seek market access for various Indian agricultural products, animal feeds, oil seeds, milk 
and milk products, pharmaceutical products etc., in light of the potential of these products/services 
in the Chinese market.

Protocols have been signed to facilitate export of Indian rice, rapeseed meal, fi shmeal – fi sh oil and  
tobacco leaves from India to China.

The details of the imports from China for previous years: 

Year Imports (Value in USD Million)

2015-16 61707.95

2016-17 61283.03

2017-18 76380.70

2018-19 (upto December, 2018)* 53878.06

                                                                    
India has an elaborate and robust legal framework and institutional set up to protect its environment,  
life and health of its people, plants and animals.  All goods imported into India are subject to 
domestic laws, rules, orders, regulations, technical specifi cations, environment and safety norms that 
are notifi ed from time to time. The Government takes appropriate action in case goods imported 
from any source are found to violate these regulations and threaten human, animal or plant life or 
health.

In addition, trade defence measures like anti-dumping duty and countervailing duty, safeguard  
measures are enforced under the prescribed WTO provisions.

Directorate General of Trade Remedies (DGTR) initiates anti-dumping investigations on the basis  
of a duly substantiated application fi led by the domestic producer with a prima facie evidence of 
dumping of goods into the country causing injury to the domestic industry. 

Such applications submitted by domestic industry are processed as per the procedure and within  
the time limits specifi ed under the Customs Tariff  Act, 1975 and the rules made there under.

DGTR conducts investigations and recommends imposition of duty, wherever appropriate, to the  
Department of Revenue by issuing its preliminary/fi nal fi ndings. Acting upon such recommendations 
of the DGTR, the Department of Revenue may impose the provisional or defi nitive duties.

Currently, anti-dumping duty is in force on 99 products imported from China.  
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Anti-dumping duty:

It is a protectionist tariff  that a domestic government imposes on foreign imports that it  
believes are priced below fair market value. Dumping is a process where a company exports 
a product at a price lower than the price it normally charges in its own home market.
To protect local businesses and markets, many countries impose stiff  duties on products they  
believe are being dumped in their national market.

 Countervailing duties (CVDs):

Also known as anti-subsidy duties, CVDs are trade import duties imposed under World Trade  
Organization (WTO) rules to neutralize the negative eff ects of subsidies. They are imposed 
after an investigation fi nds that a foreign country subsidizes its exports, injuring domestic 
producers in the importing country. 
According to WTO rules, a country can launch its own investigation and decide to charge  
extra duties, provided such additional duties are in accordance with the GATT Article VI and 
the GATT Agreement on Subsidies and Countervailing Measures.

4 WTO Issues and Challenges

CONTEXT:

The World Trade Organization and the global trading system are facing serious challenges in terms  
of unilateral measures and counter measures by some members, deadlock in important areas of 
negotiations and ongoing impasse in the appointment of members of the Appellate Body of WTO’s 
dispute settlement mechanism. 

ABOUT:

The challenges at WTO have necessitated a discussion among members for reforms in the WTO,  
with a view to plug the gaps in the WTO rules and procedures.

India, as a strong supporter of the multilateral trading system, supports reforms of the WTO  
provided that the process is inclusive and addresses the developmental concerns of developing 
and least developing countries.

There has been an impasse in the matter of selection of members of the Appellate Body Members  
of the WTO.  The robust Dispute Settlement Mechanism of the WTO ensures that the rules of global 
trade agreed at the forum are not breached by members. 

India has been engaging with several WTO Members on the way forward at the WTO. India has  
recently co-sponsored a proposal with the European Union and other members on reform of the 
dispute settlement mechanism addressing various challenges. 

The proposal, inter alia, addresses various imperative issues of timelines, the appointment process  
of the Appellate Body members, their tenure and other conditions so that the Appellate Body and 
the Dispute Settlement Mechanism work more effi  ciently.
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World Trade Organization (WTO) 

It is an intergovernmental organization that is concerned with the regulation of international  
trade between nations. The WTO offi  cially commenced on 1 January 1995 under the 
Marrakesh Agreement, signed by 124 nations on 15 April 1994, replacing the General 
Agreement on Tariff s and Trade (GATT), which commenced in 1948. 
It is the largest international economic organization in the world. 
The WTO prohibits discrimination between trading partners, but provides exceptions for  
environmental protection, national security, and other important goals. Trade-related disputes 
are resolved by independent judges at the WTO through a dispute resolution process.
The highest decision-making body Ministerial Conference, usually meets every two years. It  
can take decisions on all matters under any of the multilateral trade agreements. 
Current round of negotiations, the Doha Development Round were launched at the  
fourth ministerial conference in Doha, in 2001. This was to be an ambitious eff ort to make 
globalization more inclusive and help the world's poor, particularly by slashing barriers and 
subsidies in farming.
The Twelfth Ministerial Conference (MC12) is set to be held in  Astana, Kazakhstan, in 2020. 

5 Report of Shekatkar Committee

CONTEXT:

Shekatkar Committee’s report was taken up by the Ministry of Defence to frame key action points  
and roadmap for implementation. 
The committee was constituted by the Ministry of Defence under the chairmanship of Lt. Gen  
(Retd) DB Shekatkar to recommend measures to enhance combat capability and rebalance defence 
expenditure of the armed forces, submitted its report in December 2016.

ABOUT:

Following measures as recommended by the Committee have been taken up for implementation : 
Optimization of Signals Establishments to include Radio Monitoring Companies, Corps Air  
Support Signal Regiments, Air Formation Signal Regiments, Composite Signal Regiments and 
merger of Corps Operating and Engineering Signal Regiments.
Restructuring of repair echelons in the Army to include Base Workshops, Advance Base Workshops  
and Static / Station Workshops in the fi eld Army.
Redeployment of Ordnance echelons to include Vehicle Depots, Ordnance Depots and Central  
Ordnance Depots apart from streamlining inventory control mechanisms.
Better utilization of Supply and Transportation echelons and Animal Transport units. 
Closure of Military Farms and Army Postal Establishments in peace locations. 
Enhancement in standards for recruitment of clerical staff  and drivers in the Army. 
Improving the effi  ciency of the National Cadet Corps. 

A total of 99 recommendations were forwarded for implementation to concerned agencies / stake  
holders.  Full details of the Report and its recommendations are not being placed in the public 
domain as the Report covers operational aspects of the armed forces, disclosure of which is not in 
the interest of national security.
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6 Indian Ocean Rim Association (IORA) meet on Disaster Risk 
Management

CONTEXT:
The Ministry of Home Aff airs in collaboration with the Ministry of External Aff airs and National  
Disaster Management Authority (NDMA) organised a meeting of Indian Ocean Rim Association 
(IORA) Cluster Group on Disaster Risk Management (DRM) on 5-6 February 2019 in New Delhi.

ABOUT:
Indian Ocean Rim Association is an inter-governmental organisation and has many disaster-prone  
countries among its 22 members and nine dialogue partners. DRM is one of its priority areas and its 
Action Plan (2017-2021) has specifi c goals to improve resilience in IORA countries.
The two-day meeting featured interactive sessions and focussed on development of a draft Work  
Plan for DRM in IORA. It also deliberated on the need for establishing a DRM Core Group to take 
forward the agreed objectives under the Work Plan.
It would strengthen cooperation in disaster response interventions, including deployment of  
response teams and mobilization of relief material to aff ected countries. Deliberations at the 
meeting would also aid information exchange, establishment of disaster database(s) and sharing of 
best practices.

Indian Ocean Rim Association (IORA):

IORA is an international organization with 21 Member States – Australia, Bangladesh, Comoros,  
India, Indonesia, Iran, Kenya, Madagascar, Malaysia, Mauritius, Mozambique, Oman, Seychelles, 
Singapore, Somalia, South Africa, Sri Lanka, Tanzania, Thailand, UAE and Yemen.
The organisation was fi rst established as Indian Ocean Rim Initiative in Mauritius on March  
1995 and formally launched on 6–7 March 1997 by the conclusion of a multilateral treaty 
known as the Charter of the Indian Ocean Rim Association for Regional Co-operation.
It is based on the principles of Open Regionalism for strengthening Economic Cooperation  
particularly on Trade Facilitation and Investment, Promotion as well as Social Development of 
the region. The Coordinating Secretariat of IORA is locate at Ebene, Mauritius.

7 Samagra Shiksha

CONTEXT:
The Central Government has launched an Integrated Scheme for school education- Samagra  
Shiksha, which subsumes the three erstwhile Centrally Sponsored Schemes of Sarva Shiksha Abhiyan 
(SSA), Rashtriya Madhyamik Shiksha Abhiyan (RMSA) and Teacher Education, from the year 2018-
19. 

ABOUT:
Under the Centrally Sponsored Scheme of Samagra Shiksha, Information & Communication  
Technology (ICT) component envisages covering all Government and Government Aided schools 
from classes VI to XII, subject to the availability of budgetary provision, progress of approved 
interventions and receipt of proposals from the States/UTs.
So far, about 1.8 lakh upper primary, secondary & senior secondary schools have been approved for  
coverage under ICT component of the respective schemes. 
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 Various initiatives taken by the government for providing education through digital means:
ICT in Education Curriculum for School System -  ICT curriculum for teachers and students has 
been developed by NCERT. Students’ curriculum was piloted in 588 Navodaya Vidyalayas for one 
year. 805 MRPs/ KRPs of thirty states were oriented on roll-out of ICT curriculum for students and 
teachers in the respective states.
e-pathshala  –It has been developed by NCERT for showcasing and disseminating all educational 
e-resources including textbooks, audio, video, periodicals and a variety of other print and non-print 
materials. 
National Repository of Open Educational Resources (NROER) -  It is an initiative to bring together 
all digital and digitisable resources across all stages of school education and teacher education. 
SWAYAM:-  The ‘Study Webs of Active Learning for Young Aspiring Minds’ (SWAYAM) is an integrated 
platform for online courses, using Information and Communication Technology (ICT) and covering 
school (9th to 12th) to Post Graduate Level.  It off ers online courses for students, teachers and 
teacher educators. 
SWAYAM PRABHA:-  A programme for utilization of satellite communication technologies 
for transmission of educational e-contents through 32 National Channels i.e. SWAYAM  PRABHA 
DTH-TV has been launched
CBSE initiatives: - SARANSH  is a tool for comprehensive self review and analysis for CBSE affi  liated 
schools and parents. It enables them to analyse students’ performance in order to take remedial 
measures. SARANSH brings schools, teachers and parents closer, so that they can monitor the 
progress of students and help them improve their performance. It helps schools to compare their 
performance vis-à-vis all CBSE schools at various levels and also helps parents to compare their 
ward’s performance within school State, Region and National level. 
KVS initiatives:-  ICT Skills are imparted in all the Kendriya Vidyalayas to the students of classes 
III to XII. 12011 e-Classrooms (9711 e-Classrooms established and 2300 under process) have been 
established in Kendriya Vidyalayas throughout the country for facilitating eff ective learning through 
digital mode. 
Operation Digital Board:-  An initiative has been taken by Government of India to provide interactive 
digital boards to nearly 15 lakh classrooms across the country for 9th standard to post graduate 
level, where they can receive lectures from best teachers/professors and access quality e-content, in 
order to enhance overall learning process and experience of the students.

8 National Institutes of Food Technology, Entrepreneurship and 
Management Bill, 2019

CONTEXT:
The Union Cabinet has approved the introduction of National Institutes of Food Technology,  
Entrepreneurship and Management Bill, 2019.

ABOUT:
The objective of the bill is to confer the status of Institutions of National Importance to National  
Institute of Food Technology, Entrepreneurship and Management (NIFTEM) at Kundli, Haryana, and 
the Indian Institute of Food Processing Technology (IIFPT) at Thanjavur, Tamil Nadu.

Benefi ts:

The legislation would provide for functional autonomy to the institutes to design and develop  
courses, undertake research activities and leverage enhanced status in their academic pursuits, so 
that they become world class institutes. 
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The institutes would implement the reservation policy of the Government and would also undertake  
special outreach activities for the benefi ts of concerned stakeholders. 
It would enable the institutes to provide world class teaching and research experience by adopting  
innovative practices

9 International Financial Services Centres Authority Bill, 2019

CONTEXT:

The Union Cabinet has approved establishment of a unifi ed authority for regulating all fi nancial  
services in International Financial Services Centres (IFSCs) in India through International Financial 
Srvices Centres Authority Bill, 2019.

ABOUT:

The fi rst IFSC in India has been set up at GIFT City, Gandhinagar, Gujarat. An IFSC enables bringing  
back the fi nancial services and transactions that are currently carried out in off shore fi nancial 
centers by Indian corporate entities and overseas branches / subsidiaries of fi nancial institutions 
(FIs) to India by off ering business and regulatory environment that is comparable to other leading 
international fi nancial centers in the world like London and Singapore. 
It would provide Indian corporates easier access to global fi nancial markets. IFSC would also  
compliment and promote further development of fi nancial markets in India.

Main features of the Bill:

Management of the Authority:   The Authority shall consist of a Chairperson, one Member each to 
be nominated by the Reserve Bank of India (RBI), the Securities Exchange Board of India (SEBI), the 
Insurance Regulatory and Development Authority of India (IRDAI) and the Pension Fund Regulatory 
and Development Authority (PFRDA), two members to be dominated by the Central Government 
and two other whole-time or full-time or part-time members.
Functions of the Authority:   The Authority shall regulate all such fi nancial services, fi nancial 
products and FIs in an IFSC which has already been permitted by the Financial Sector Regulators for 
IFSCs. The Authority shall also regulate such other fi nancial products, fi nancial services or FIs as may 
be notifi ed by the Central Government from time to time. It may also recommend to the Central 
Government such other fi nancial products, fi nancial services and fi nancial institutions which may be 
permitted in the IFSCs.
Powers of the Authority:  All powers exercisable by the respective fi nancial sector regulatory (viz. 
RBI, SEBI, IRDAI, and PFRDA etc.) under the respective Acts shall be solely exercised by the Authority 
in the IFSCs in so far as the regulation of fi nancial products, fi nancial services and FIs that are 
permitted in the IFSC are concerned.
Processes and procedures of the Authority:  The processes and procedures to be followed by the 
Authority shall be governed in accordance with the provisions of the respective Acts of Parliament 
of India applicable to such fi nancial products, services or institutions, as the case may be.
Grants by the Central Govt.:   The Central Govt. may, after due appropriation made by Parliament 
by law in this behalf, make to the Authority grants of such sums of money as the Central Government 
may think fi t for being utilized for the purposes of the Authority.
Transactions in foreign currency:  The transactions of fi nancial services in the IFSCs shall be done 
in the foreign currency as specifi ed by the Authority in consultation with the Central Govt.

 The establishment of a unifi ed fi nancial regulator for IFSCs will result in providing world-class regulatory 
environment to market participants from an ease of doing business perspective. This will provide a 
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stimulus for further development of IFSCs in India and enable bringing back of fi nancial services and 
transactions that are currently carried out in off shore fi nancial centres to India. This would also generate 
signifi cant employment in the IFSCs in particular as well as fi nancial sector in India as a whole.     

10 Banning of Unregulated Deposit Schemes Bill, 2018

CONTEXT:

The Union Cabinet has given its approval to move offi  cial amendments to the Banning of Unregulated  
Deposit Schemes Bill, 2018, pursuant to the recommendations of the Standing Committee on 
Finance (SCF). 

ABOUT:

The offi  cial amendments will further strengthen the Bill in its objective to eff ectively tackle the  
menace of illicit deposit taking activities in the country, and prevent such schemes from duping 
poor and gullible people of their hard earned savings.

 Salient features

The Bill contains a substantive banning clause which bans Deposit Takers from promoting, operating,  
issuing advertisements or accepting deposits in any Unregulated Deposit Scheme. The principle is 
that the Bill would ban unregulated deposit taking activities altogether, by making them an off ence 
ex-ante rather than the existing legislative-cum-regulatory framework which only comes into eff ect 
ex-post with considerable time lags;

The Bill creates three diff erent types of off ences, namely, running of Unregulated Deposit Schemes,  
fraudulent default in Regulated Deposit Schemes, and wrongful inducement in relation to 
Unregulated Deposit Schemes.

The Bill provides for severe punishment and heavy pecuniary fi nes to act as deterrent. 

The Bill has adequate provisions for disgorgement or repayment of deposits in cases where such  
schemes nonetheless manage to raise deposits illegally.

The Bill provides for attachment of properties / assets by the Competent Authority, and subsequent  
realization of assets for repayment to depositors;

Clear-cut time lines have been provided for attachment of property and restitution to depositors; 

The Bill enables creation of an online central database, for collection and sharing of information on  
deposit-taking activities in the country;

The Bill defi nes “Deposit Taker” and “Deposit” comprehensively; 

“Deposit Takers” include all possible entities (including individuals) receiving or soliciting deposits,  
except specifi c entities such as those incorporated by legislation;

“Deposit” is defi ned in such a manner that deposit-takers are restricted from camoufl aging public  
deposits as receipts, and at the same time, not to curb or hinder acceptance of money by an 
establishment in the ordinary course of its business; and

Being a comprehensive Union Law, the Bill adopts best practices from State laws, while entrusting the  
primary responsibility of implementing the provisions of the legislation to the State Governments.
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11 Agri-Market Infrastructure Fund (AMIF)

CONTEXT:

The Cabinet Committee of Economic Aff airs gave its approval for the creation of a corpus of Rs. 2000  
crore for Agri-Market Infrastructure Fund (AMIF) to be created with NABARD for development and 
up-gradation of agricultural marketing infrastructure in Gramin Agricultural Markets and Regulated 
Wholesale Markets.

ABOUT:

AMIF will provide the State/UT Governments subsidized loan for their proposal for developing  
marketing infrastructure in 585 Agriculture Produce Market Committees (APMCs) and 10,000 
Grameen Agricultural Markets (GrAMs). 
States may also access AMIF for innovative integrated market infrastructure projects including Hub  
and Spoke mode and in Public Private Partnership mode. 
In these GrAMs, physical and basic infrastructure will be strengthened using MGNREGA and other  
Government Schemes.
After approval of AMIF Scheme, the interest subsidy will be provided by DAC&FW to NABARD in  
alignment with annual budget releases during 2018-19 and 2019-20 as well as upto 2024-25.  
The Scheme being demand driven, its progress is subject to the demands from the States and  
proposals received from them.

Agricultural Produce Market Committees 

Agricultural Produce Market Committee (APMC) is a statutory market committee constituted  
by a State Government in respect of trade in certain notifi ed agricultural or horticultural or 
livestock products, under the Agricultural Produce Market Committee Act issued by that state 
government.

APMCs are intended to be responsible for:

Ensuring transparency in pricing system and transactions taking place in market area; 
providing market-led extension services to farmers; 
ensuring payment for agricultural produce sold by farmers on the same day; 
promoting agricultural processing including activities for value addition in agricultural  
produce;
publicizing data on arrivals and rates of agricultural produce brought into the market area for  
sale; and
setup and promote public private partnership in the management of agricultural markets. 

12 Kisan Urja Suraksha evam Utthaan Mahabhiyan (KUSUM)

CONTEXT:

The Ministry of New and Renewable Energy has formulated a Scheme ‘Kisan Urja Suraksha evam  
Utthaan Mahabhiyan (KUSUM)’. The Scheme is currently under the process of seeking approval.
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ABOUT  
The proposal on KUSUM Scheme provides for :-

Installation of grid-connected solar power plants each of Capacity up to 2 MW in the rural areasi 
installation of standalone off -grid solar water pumps to fulfi l irrigation needs of farmers not  
connected to grid; and
solarisation of existing grid-connected agriculture pumps to make farmers independent of grid  
supply and also enable them to sell surplus solar power generated to DISCOM and get extra 
income.

13 Measures to popularise Roof Top Solar Power System

CONTEXT:
Under the present rooftop solar programme (2015), an aggregated capacity of 2100 MW is targeted  
to be achieved in residential, institutional, social and Government sector through central fi nancial 
assistance by the year 2019-20.
For this, Government is taking a number of steps to promote rooftop solar in the country. 

ABOUT:
As per data captured on the SPIN portal of the Ministry of New and Renewable Energy (MNRE), a  
total of 1279 MW capacity grid connected rooftop solar PV systems have been reported installed in 
the country as on 31.1.2019.

Steps to promote rooftop solar in the country:
Providing central fi nancial assistance (CFA) for residential/institutional/social sectors and achievement  
linked incentives for Government sectors through Rooftop Solar Scheme.
Persuading states to notify the net/gross metering regulations for  Real Time Strategy (RTS) projects. 
Now all the 36 States/UTs/SERCs have notifi ed such regulations and/or tariff  orders.
Prepared model MoU, PPA and Capex Agreement for expeditious implementation of RTS projects  
in Government Sector.
Allocate Ministry-wise expert PSUs for handholding and support in implementation of RTS projects  
in various Ministries/Departments.
Suryamitra program is being implemented for creation of a qualifi ed technical workforce. 
Initiated DG S&D rate contract for solar rooftop systems. 
Creation of SPIN-an online platform for expediting project approval, report submission and  
monitoring progress of implementation of RTS projects.
Initiated Geo-tagging of RTS project, in co-ordination with ISRO, for traceability and transparency. 
Facilitated availability of concessional loans from World Bank and Asian Development Bank (ADB)  
to SBI and PNB respectively, for disbursal of loans to industrial and commercial sectors, where CFA/
incentive is not being provided by the Ministry.

National Solar Mission: 

It is an initiative of the Government of India and State Governments to promote solar power.  
The mission is one of the several initiatives that are part of the National Action Plan on Climate 
Change. The program was inaugurated in January 2010 with a target of 20GW by 2022 which 
was later increased to 100 GW. India increased its solar power generation capacity by nearly 5 
times from 2,650 MW on 26 May 2014to 12,288.83 MW on 31 March 2017. 
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14 Credit Linked Capital Subsidy and Technology Up-gradation 
Scheme

CONTEXT:
Cabinet approves continuation of Credit Linked Capital Subsidy and Technology Up-gradation  
Scheme (CLCS-TUS) beyond 12th Plan for three years from 2017-18 to 2019-20.

ABOUT:
This scheme aims at improving the competitiveness of MSMEs by integrating various ongoing  
schematic interventions aimed at up-grading technology through Credit Linked Capital Subsidy 
(CLCS), hand holding for zero defect zero eff ect manufacturing (ZED), increasing productivity 
through waste reduction (Lean), design intervention (Design), cloud computing (Digital MSMEs), 
facilitation of intellectual property (IPR) and nurturing new ideas (Incubation).
Special provisions have been made in this scheme to promote entrepreneurship for SC/STs, women  
NER, Hill States (Jammu & Kashmir, Himachal Pradesh & Uttarakhand) Island Territories (Andaman 
& Nicobar and Lakshadweep) and the Aspirational Districts/ LWE Districts, as in these cases the 
subsidy shall be admissible also for investment in acquisition /replacement of plant & machinery / 
equipment & technology up-gradation of any kind. The scheme would be demand driven. But its 
coverage has been made more inclusive.
In addition, the scheme through Zero Defect & Zero Eff ect, component will promote reduction in  
emission level of green house gases and improve the competitiveness through reduction in defect 
/ wastage during the manufacturing process of the products. It will also promote the innovation, 
digital empowerment of MSMEs, design interventions and support the protection of intellectual 
property of MSMEs.
The scheme will facilitate technology up-gradation to MSEs, improvement in Quality of products by  
MSMEs, enhancement in productivity, reduction in waste and shall promote a culture of continuous 
improvement.

Zero Defect, Zero Eff ect

ZED Scheme aims to rate and handhold all MSMEs to deliver top quality products using clean  
technology.
It will have sector-specifi c parameters for each industry. 
MSME sector is crucial for the economic progress of India and this scheme will help to match  
global quality control standards.
MSME sector drives almost 38% of nation’s GDP and around employs 110 million employees. 
The scheme will be cornerstone of the Central Government’s fl agship Make in India programme,  
which is aimed at turning India into a global manufacturing hub, generating jobs, boosting 
growth and increase income.

15 Report on Determining Methodology for Fixing National Minimum 
Wage

CONTEXT:
The Ministry of Labour and Employment had constituted an expert committee in January 2017,  
under the Chairmanship Dr. Anoop Satpathy to review and recommend methodology for fi xation 
of National Minimum Wage (NMW), has submitted its report recently.
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ABOUT:
Using the nutritional requirement norms as recommended by the Indian Council of Medical  
Research (ICMR) for Indian population, the report has recommended a balanced diet approach 
which is culturally palatable for fi xation of national minimum wage.
Accordingly, it has proposed that food items amounting to the level of ± 10 per cent of 2,400  
calories, along with proteins ≥ 50 gm and fats ≥ 30 gm per day per person to constitute a national 
level balanced food basket. 
Further, this report proposes minimum wage should include reasonable expenditure on ‘essential  
non-food items’, such as clothing, fuel and light, house rent, education, medical expenses, footwear 
and transport, which must be equal to the median class and expenditure on any ‘other non-food 
items’ be equivalent to the sixth fractile (25-30 per cent) of the household expenditure distribution 
as per the NSSO-CES 2011/12 survey data.
On the basis of the aforesaid approach, the report has recommended to fi x the need based national  
minimum wage for India at INR 375 per day (or INR 9,750 per month) as of July 2018, irrespective 
of sectors, skills, occupations and rural-urban locations for a family comprising of 3.6 consumption 
unit. 
It has also recommended to introduce an additional house rent allowance (city compensatory  
allowance), averaging up to INR 55 per day i.e., INR 1,430 per month for urban workers over and 
above the NMW.
Apart from proposing the level of a single national minimum wage at an all-India level, the report  
has also estimated and recommended diff erent national minimum wages for diff erent geographical 
regions of the country to suit the local realities and as per socio-economic and labour market 
contexts. 
For the purpose of estimating national minimum wages at regional levels it has grouped the states  
into fi ve regions based on a composite index and have recommended region specifi c national 
minimum wages.
The committee has also recommended reviewing the consumption basket every fi ve years, subject  
to the availability of NSSO-CES data, and – within the period of 5 years - revising and updating the 
basic minimum wage at least in line with the consumer price index (CPI) every six months, to refl ect 
changes in the cost of living. The report will be put before the Central Advisory Board/tripartite 
bodies for necessary consultations and approval of the methodology.
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